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There are other places.

A total of tens of thousands of people gathered.

Also carrying heavy weapons.

Even though the power is not very strong, if you want to attack Xiao Liejun’s back suddenly, it will
definitely become a serious blow.

Achieve a situation of pinching inside and out!

Originally their role is to surprise!

This is a force that cannot be ignored!

This group of people all wearing masks, gathered together for a meeting.

“Just received the order, we will attack the southern border theater defense line next! We will
completely defeat Xiao Liejun’s department from behind!”
“After the Lab of the Gods wins Daxia, we will be the heroes! This land will be controlled by us!”

“Victory! Victory!”

…

A group of people were excited.

The ultimate madness appeared in everyone’s eyes!

Obviously these betrayers are waiting for this day!

However, this group of betrayers are not actually Daxia people.

Just the Gentiles living in Daxia.

One by one, it was unpredictable.

Grace will revenge!

Daxia provides them with everything.

Give them a second home.

Not thinking of waiting for the traitors one by one, at a critical moment, Da Xia will be severely cut.

They always want to overthrow this place and become the masters of this land!

“Yes?”

But at this moment, an abrupt voice sounded.

Everyone was stunned.

When did someone show up?

Who is this?

do not know!

“You bothered me to practice!!!”

Don’t talk nonsense here.

Kill directly!

“boom!”

He threw just a punch!

This punch is earth-shattering!

Shocked!

Howling heaven and earth!

Great potential!

The power of a punch is terrifying!

Directly razed this manor to the ground with a destructive posture!

It swept tens of thousands of people directly…

Tens of thousands of people were killed and injured, and the wailing voices continued…

Can be very fast.

There was no sound at all.

Only the scene where bones become mountains and blood flows into rivers!

They never thought that someone would wipe out all of them with a punch.

None of them are left.

All killed!

No one thought of this!

